Make a
Watercolor Scroll
VIDEO:

Watch the video to
follow along.
hand2mind-link.com/ArtW7D1

• Thick white
paper
(watercolor or
thick copy paper
works best)
• Watercolor
paint set
• Watercolor
brush

OBJECTIVES: Kids will learn how to draw a scroll, create
block letters, and create different values of color using
watercolor paint. Kids will practice using watercolor
paint as a medium and properly care for their
materials. Kids will experiment with different techniques
to create a splatter effect.

• Cup of water
• Sharpie®
• Pencil

DIRECTIONS:
To create the “scroll”, draw
2 wavy lines (pictured).
Connect the 2 lines by
drawing a line down on
either side to connect the
top line to the bottom line.
At the top corner of each
side, create an “s” and
backwards “s” and draw the
line out to make the ribbon
shape.
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MATERIALS:
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Draw a “v” shape at the end of the line and
connect it back up to the scroll shape. Connect
the “s” shape to the scroll by drawing a line
straight down on either side.

Now we are ready to add color! Use the
watercolor paints to splatter on paint into the
background! You can lightly tap your brush (or
use an old toothbrush) to control where the paint
goes. While the paint is still wet, use a straw to
blow the paint into streaks. This will make the
paint look like fireworks!
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Once you are done drawing out your scroll, draw
your word inside the scroll. Use a Sharpie® to fill in
your word and trace the scroll. Then, erase any
pencil lines.
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Chelsey Odgers, known in the teaching community as
Hipster Art Teacher, is a K–12 certified art teacher in New
Jersey. Chelsey graduated from Stockton University in
2012, where she earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Visual
Communications and a Bachelor of Arts in Education.
Chelsey is the owner of the Etsy shop Hipster Art Teacher,
selling custom, hand-lettered clipboards to teachers all over
the world! She also sells clip art, fonts, and classroom decor
in her Teachers Pay Teachers store and creates tee shirt
designs for The Wright Stuff Chics. Chelsey is also a teacher
presenter at the Teach Your Heart Out Conference. Her
passion is sharing her love of art with students of all ages!
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